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DEFINITION: THE

It depends on what the “the” is.  

DEFINITION: IMMATURE

1. Faking maturity, and maybe getting away with it.

2. Saying pithy things but not really caring if they make sense.

3. Male, between the ages of zero through 125.

4. Doing gross things “because you can.”

DEFINITION: MALE

noun. m. From the Druid compound word “maypicyanose-inpublic.” A boy, a child, a fun-loving person who is forced by circumstances to do important, or seemingly important things.  A little guy forced into a big package, who may leak out at the most inappropriate times.

DEFINITION: HANDBOOK

A book...that you hold...in your hand.

WHAT THIS BOOK WILL DO:  It will bolster your self-image, even if you care.  It will justify all of the things that you’re accused of, and even make them more cool.

[image: image2.wmf]WHAT THIS BOOK WON’T DO: It won’t make you any younger, thinner, hairier (except your ears), smarter (that’s a good thing).
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When eating anything not gooey, such as potato chips (especially), peanuts, crackers, pita chips (for California males), jelly beans (one accidental kick allowed), popcorn (not if it falls on the floor of a movie theatre), you still may eat the item, but the item must lay on the floor for under five seconds.  If it takes you a while to notice, or if you have a bad back, the five seconds can be elongated or the count can begin upon noticing the item.  In the case of two items found together, after only one has fallen, then both morsels must remain on the floor for someone else to pick up.

When eating gooey things

eg. Pizza - if the piece falls crust-down, then the five second rule applies.  If it falls pizza-side-down, then it must remain on the floor for someone else to pick up. 
Forbidden items:  

You may not eat fallen brussel sprouts, but you must kick them under something, so that they are not noticed by anyone, and don’t worry about the dog, he’ll leave them alone.  Pudding is forbidden, in fact, you must make an effort to clean up a portion of the spill, and then leave the rest for people to step on.  Ice cream:  for the dog only (not chocolate).  

Items that define gravity and never fall, therefore no rule applies:

Peanut butter, cream cheese.

Items that for some reason never hit the floor but always end up on you somewhere:
jelly, ketchup (also catsup), salad dressing, mustard, the wrong lipstick (more about this later).  

Methods of cleaning these items:  
Ignoring; wiping hard, twice, and the big one-blowing-off.

Automobile etiquite:

When dating: Open her door first and smile.

Engaged:  Open her door first.  She can close it.  It takes her a while to get all of those things in order anyway.

Married: The door is over there.

[image: image4.wmf]Directions: Never assume that directions can get you anywhere.  The only way to really travel with any assurance is by using your excellent sense of direction.

Heat/air-conditioning: Leverage can be applied with judicious use of your window controls.

Leaving the top up:  Not indicated if you are wearing a “piece.”  Don’t ask her, because it’s an automatic “No.”

Parking:  Do it fast so that she’s a little intimidated.  You need that extra edge.  If you really want to blow her mind, park with the back-end in first when the sign says “front end first.”

[image: image5.wmf]Balding:  Not to worry.  This does not mean that you are maturing.  It just means that your old hormones are leaking out of your brain and on to the floor.  That’s a good thing.

[image: image6.wmf]Picking your nose: Two acceptable times include while you are driving (if alone, or think you are alone, plreferably not while text-messaging), and when watching sports.  Acceptable deposit areas include “flicking” if in the car, and “hiding” (back of a couch) if watching sports.  “Flicking” is acceptable at home as long as the dog is not around, oh, nor the wife or girlfriend.

[image: image7.wmf]Where to sit right after working out: Anywhere.  Are you kidding?

[image: image8.wmf]Nails: There are two times for a manicure – before your wedding (if she whines at you), and after you are dead.  You are allowed to complain during one of these manicures; you get to choose.

[image: image9.wmf]Toe nails;  Cut if you must, but it’s much more fun to pick.
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Clearly if we did not have this outlet, we’d burst, so it’s a health thing.  Don’t hold back, unless you could get caught.  Forbidden locations: church, can’t think of any others.  Expected locations: playing cards with the boys, in the locker room, in the car on the way to a long trip.
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You must: Show your maturity by engaging eye contact.  You don’t have to listen, because they don’t expect it.  Let them talk.  It’s better than if you did.  Order a lot of food; it will make them order less food – it’s something that no guy understands, so don’t email me about this one.

It’s best not to do on a first date: 

Farting.

Snorting while laughing.

Throwing up.

Scratching “down there.”
